Opel MOvano

HACCP-COMPLIANT TRANSPORT

CAR FIBREGLASS ‘COVER’ HACCP COMPLIANCY
Maximum hygiene, minimum weight

MAIN FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES

OPEL CERTIFIED CONVERSIONS

Transport with the focus on hygiene, convenience and easy clean practicality: Cover by Car Fibreglass delivers a healthy working environment. Benefits include:
▪ Cover cladding is compliant with the HACCP norm, among others,
and has been developed for meeting the need to transport goods
under hygienic conditions at normal vehicle temperatures
▪ The material used in Cover panels is safe for human health
▪ The neutral nature means that contact with food is absolutely safe
▪ Thanks to its smooth surface and rounded angles Cover cladding
makes the load compartment easy to wash and disinfect
▪ Cover is pressure wash friendly
▪ Special sealing between the cladding Cover panels makes the load
area waterproof, preventing humidity from reaching the metal construction of the vehicle
▪ Main transport applications include: bread, catering products, canteen, flowers etc.

Every Cover interior installation is tailor made for the individual vehicle.
Advantages include:
▪ The cladding consist of a kit of panels, which follow the lines of the
vehicles load compartment. These are thin and light, causing virtually no loss of payload or loading volume
▪ No homologation is required, because the assembly doesn’t imply
any intervention on the structural parts of the vehicle and the weight
of the cladding is lower than 5% of its tare
▪ It is possible to disassemble the kit from a vehicle and to fit it in a
new one identical to the original vehicle
▪ Lights, handles and all parts of the load compartment which need
regular maintenance remain easily accessible for repair
▪ Single panels are available as spare parts
▪ Available accessories: shelves, reinforced aluminium floor, reinforced
floor, lashing systems

Key advantages for customer:
▪ Opel Engineering technical check on product
▪ Minimum two years warranty
▪ Liability insurance for all damages caused by a defect of
the conversion
▪ 12 years conversion spare part availability

GENERAL FEATURES
Technical characteristics Kit of fibreglass panels, designed following the load area
lines; thickness: 3–5 mm; colour: brilliant white; fixing with
delivered rivets and sealant
Kit available for

Movano, all versions

Norm compliance

EC Directive 852/2004 (HACCP)
Regulation EC 1/2005 (living animals)
ADR (classes 1, 6.1, 6.2, 8)

Accessories

Modular shelves, aluminium floor, polyuria floor,
lashing systems

Use

Transport of all goods needing to be carried in hygienic
condition and at room temperature: bakeries, catering,
vegetables, flower, some ADR classes; living animals etc.

Please fill in your local specifications
The information contained in this leaflet is specific to products featured and supplied by
Fa xxxxxx. Adam Opel AG accepts no liability for any contextual inaccuracies. Also no
product quality, service or replacement warranty on these products is available from
Adam Opel AG. Spare and replacement parts are available from Fa xxxxxx. Illustrations
may contain optional equipment.

CAR FIBREGLASS
Via O. Magnani 15
48123 Ravenna
ITALY

Tel.: +39 (0) 544 451187
Fax: +39 (0) 544 459259
E-mail: carfibreglass@carfibreglass.com
www.carfibreglass.com

Please adapt contact information locally
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To find out more, visit [Opel conversion country website]

